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1
Marcel Duchamp, 1200 Bags of Coal, Exposition Internationale du 
Surréalisme, Paris, 1938; Mile of String, First Papers of Surrealism, 
New York, 1942
1200 Bags of Coal employed the ceiling of a darkened gallery, from 
which Duchamp hung burlap sacks. Visitors had to use torchlight to see 
the Surrealist artworks. At the ‘First Papers of Surrealism’, Duchamp 
unravelled a Mile of String around and through the various paintings, 
obstructing the desire to see yet literally tying all the works together with a 
single line drawn through space. 

2 
El Lissitzky, Abstract Cabinet, Hanover Landesmuseum, 1927-1928, 
curated by Alexander Dorner
Perhaps the most famous component in Dorner’s radical restructuring of 
the previously “Versailles-like palace” of the Landesmuseum, Lissitzky’s 
cystalline installation utilized optical tricks and modern composition to 
“make [ ] man active”. Walls that changed from black to white as one 
moved from one side to another; sliding frames that allowed simulataneous 
pictures to be shown; and pedestals that speckled works across different 
datums: all challenged the assumption that art works exist statically in 
space.

3 
Friedrich Kiesler, International Exhibition of New Theatre Technique, 
Vienna, 1938; View of Abstract Gallery, View of Surrealist Gallery, 
Notes on Designing a Gallery, Art of This Century, New York, 1942; 
Blood Flames, Hugo Gallery, New York, 1947
Friedrich Kiesler (the only Surrealist architect Breton ever acknowledged) 
sought to insert new reciprocal relationships between art, its surrounding 
space and the position of the viewer, articulated through a succession of 
radical exhibition designs, culminating in the now seminal Art of this 
Century for Peggy Guggenheim.

4
Dee Ferris , Yuh-Shioh Wong and Eamon O’Kane, Splashing, 2005-
Ferris’s commission is a painting sculpture begun on the floor of her East 
London studio. Inspired by Richard Serra’s heroic, splashed-lead series 
from the 1960s, her piece is successively re-completed by a ‘host’ painter, at 
each venue. New York artist Yuh-Shioh Wong colonizes the corner of the 
corner, adding to Eamon O’Kane’s additions at Bristol. By turns different 
and the same, Splashing links studio to gallery, resulting in a spatially 
instructive gallery within a gallery.

5
Neal Rock, Faith-Culture: #002 Satellite Remote Control , 2005
The ‘shadow gap’ – most often used at the juncture between floor and 
wall – is a modern architectural special effect intended to hide messy 
construction finishes. For his first public commission, artist Rock shifts his 
attention to Storefront’s abundant shadow gaps that make up its inimitable 
facade. Armed with household silicon and a hommage to Vito Acconci’s 
1971 work ‘Remote Control’, Rock tapes up with ‘a kind of fungal, bodily, 
excremental, confectionery overload’. 

6
Drabble + Sachs and Isa Stürm, Performance Debate, 
Recording of event held at the Architectural Association, 29 April 2005
A recorded conversation of a live event between the three apexes of the 
love/hate triangle - architect, artist, curator - accompanied by an ‘image-
battle’ till the bitter end. Commissioned especially for Can Buildings 
Curate show. 

R&Sie, Dusty Relief, Project for Contemporary Art Museum, Bangkok, 
2002 
Bangkok is infamous for its pollution. Dusty Relief poses the dichotomy of 
the contemporary art museum’s hygiene pathology vs. the toxicity of the 
city’s air. The result is a building that ‘breeds dust’ on its electromagnetic 
skin whilst, inside, curators are provided with their pristine white galleries. 
In between the two is a species of semi-encrusted area that traverses the 
dirt taboo. 

8
Igor Zabel and Josef Dabernig, Individual Systems,
Corderie, Venice Biennale, 2003
Curator Zabel invited artist Dabernig to design the exhibition at Venice’s 
Corderie space. Dabernig’s response continued his research into systems 
of self-similar repetition. Here, Dabernig and Zabel insinuated a series of 
differentiated white walls into the Corderie’s imperfect grid, struggling 
against artists’ wishes for everything to be evened out and regularised. 

9
Barbara Vanderlinden, Office Tower Manhattan Center Project III with 
Tobias Rehberger, Brussels, 1998; Century Center Project I, with 
Koo Jeong-a, Antwerp, 1999; Century Center Project II, with Tomoko 
Takahashi, Brussels, 1999
The art gallery can be a place of work, just as mundane as an office. 
Both have pictures on walls, and both sometimes ‘produce’ things. 
Vanderlinden’s exhibitions explore the creative resolution inherent in 
defunct workspaces that have morphed into gallery spaces.

10
Goshka Macuga, Cave, London, 1999, scale model 1:14; Iceberg, 
Nylon Gallery, London, 2001, scale model 1:20 (models constructed by 
Dominik Kremerskothen, 2005)
An artist who has often showed the works of other artists, Macuga has 
built several elaborate exhibition infrastructures that hark back to early 
visionaries. Cave lined a 1960s gallery/apartment with crumpled packing 
paper to display paintings and objects, whilst a paper tepee housing a 
collection of Inuit paintings became ice-white Iceberg. Artist as curator as 
exhibition set-designer. These models are scaled recreations with works re-
made by Macuga.

11
AS-IF (architect) & Barbara Steiner (curator), 
Gallery for Contemporary Art (GFZK2), Leipzig, 2004
Sets of movable partitions (walls, curtains) expand and contract the 
various spaces according to each show and its concomitant media. 
Envisaged as a fusion between permanent exhibition design and museum, 
this diminutive building is an ‘instrument’ for its curators. 

12
SANAA (Sejima/Nishizawa), Takashi Honma (photography) 
21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa, 
showing installation by Gerda and Joerg Lenzlinger, 2004
Working closely with curator Yuko Hasegawa, Sejima/ Nishizawa 
recently completed an other-worldy shrine for art of this century. A series 
of variegated boxes, corridors and courtyards cluster in a perfect white 
circle. The matrix demands to be curatorially ‘played’, either as solo pieces 
or as an ensemble (see Kieran Long’s essay, overleaf).

13
Zaha Hadid Architects, Guggenheim Museum Taichung, Taiwan, 2003
For a while, several cities around the world wished for the ‘Bilbao effect’ 
to land upon them. Hadid’s office worked on a preliminary scheme for 
Taichung in which the building is constituted from a number of massive 
kinetic elements. These shifting parts allow for transformations within the 
main gallery (courtesy of a floor on hydraulics), right up to a wing that can 
detach. Here the building takes centrestage by becoming kinetic art itself.  

14
Davide Bertocchi, Limo, 2003; Ordum e Progresso, 2004
A white stretch-limo winds its way down a vertiginous white spiral. This 
isn’t a Vegas car park, but the Guggenheim in New York. And the limo has 
the exact radial curvature that allows it to fit snugly within the gallery’s 
eccentric composition. Critically dismissed as impossible to show paintings 
in, the Guggenheim NY is now the ultimate locus for site-specific artists. 
Here Bertocchi’s weird Limo makes perfect sense, and therefore becomes 
unweird. In Ordum e Progresso, the ominous blue sphere from the Brazilian 
flag rolls endlessly around Niemeyer’s UFO-like Niteroi Museum in Rio. 
Its movement is scripted by the architecture. Bertocchi’s seris of ‘Utopic’ 
speculations reveal the eccentric gallery as co-author, mother and midwife.

15
Lina Bo Bardi, Museu de Arte de São Paulo (external view); Pinacoteca 
Room (internal view from front and back), São Paulo, 1968
The Pinacoteca was one huge free-flowing space, the permanent home 
of the masp painting collection. Bo Bardi mounted the gilt-framed works 
in freestanding glass supports and arranged them in an irregular grid, all 
facing the same frontal direction. At a distance, the glass disappeared. 
Hundreds of classical images floated magically in space. Bo Bardi’s 
controversial genius lay in setting the singularity of the epic room against 
the individuated throng of each painting’s personality. 

16
OMA/AMO, General Service Building, Hermitage, Research Project for 
Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg, 2003-04
The Hermitage doesn’t want (or need) to compete with moma or Tate 
Modern. It is committed to its collection – the largest in the world. OMA/
AMO’s initial architectural strategy was more curatorial than designer. 
After copious research into the company and collection, it envisaged the 
derelict General Staff Building’s 806 rooms as a schema for 806 paintings, 
one for each room. The abject state of architectural decay would remain. 
What would change would be the pulse of openings and closings, with the 
myriad schools of exhibition display all occurring at once. 

17
Nikolaus Hirsch/Michel Müller, Meander, Sound Architecture for 
Frequencies-Hz, Kunsthalle, Frankfurt, 2003
Twelve sound artists had to inhabit one long tunnel-like space, which 
the architect proposed to make as a single snaking wall of acoustically 
absorbent foam. Countless iterations later – having been through the 
vituperations of every demanding artist and two curators – the final 
version of the triangular negotiation was built.

18
Yves Klein, The Specialization of Sensitivity in the State of Prime Matter 
as Stabilized Pictorial Sensitivity (Le Vide), Galerie Iris Clert, 1958, 
views of gallery interior
Clert’s gallery - a single room on rue Beaux Arts - was emptied out enitrely 
of its furniture and painted in white enamel by Klein. The space took on 
the pseudo-metaphysics of The Void. A very early example of context as 
content and removal as gesture.  

19
Arman,Le Plein, Galerie Iris Clert, 1960, view from street
As a witty riposte to his childhood friend Klein’s emptying of Clert’s 
gallery, Arman spent weeks collecting detritus and debris from the streets 
of Paris. He then filled the gallery to saturation point, prohibiting entry to 
visitors. Instead, the gallery became an  object to behold through the shop 
window, literally ‘Full-Up’.

20
Diller+Scofidio, Mural, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, 
2003 
The exact surface area against which a Duchamp painting hung at MOMA 
is cut away and moved to the Whitney, where a randomly programmed 
robotic arm drills holes through it over the course of several weeks. The 
excised wall fragment becomes a venerated relic. Its ‘holey’ desecration 
satirises the art market’s orgiastic lust for anything ‘authentic’. Mural: only 
once removed from original genius.

21
Michael Asher, Toselli Gallery, Milan, 1973; Claire Copley Gallery, 
California, 1974
Michael Asher’s situational works, from 1969 onwards, treated the context 
of the gallery and museum setting as physical and semiotic content. 
By sandblasting the white walls of Toselli, or removing a functional 
partition at Claire Copley (between office and gallery), Asher revealed the 
sublimated diagrams of institutional power, and the role architecture plays 
in forming abstract value systems. 

22 
Décosterd & Rahm, Lucy Mackintosh Gallery Project, Lausanne, 2005; 
Interview with Cyril Veillon, Gallery Director, 2005
The architect’s response to an existing space and the brief for a contemporary 
art gallery was to create territories using thermal distortions rather than 
partitions. Elaborate plumbing runs through the main space, whose 
temperature can be attenuated according to the gallery function. What could 
be more neutral than white? Air.

23
Cai Guo-Qiang, Bunker Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Kinmen Island, Taiwan, 2004
BoMOCA is the third in artist/curator Guo-Qiang’s ‘Everything is 
a Museum’ series, in which he establishes permanent museums 
in unlikely architectures. For BOMOCA, Guo-Qiang invited 18 participants 
to colonise abandoned military bunkers positioned strategically between 
China and Taiwan. A dead architecture, originally built to survive deadly 
war, is resuscitated through the collective enterprise of an imported, curated 
community.

24
Vito Acconci & Steven Holl, Storefront for Art and Architecture, 97 
Kenmare St, New York, 1993

25
James Keyden Cathcart, Frank Fantauzzi, Terrence Van Elslander, 
Unprojected Habitat, Storefront for Art and Architecture, 1992

26
Mark West, Pressure Buildings and Blackouts, Storefront for Art and 
Architecture, 1992
Just before Acconci and Holl’s now infamous design for Storefront was 
initiated, artists were invited to intervene directly in the existing, decayed 
facade. Both of these installations provoke the interface between street 
and gallery by puncturing, cutting, and surgically altering the physical 
structure itself. They presage Acconci and Holl’s permanent architectural 
intervention: restless and rotating perforations of the skin that separates 
private and public. It has an identity that refuses to disappear for any 
exhibition held there, and often becomes inextricably fused. Anything but a 
dutiful container. 

27
Newbetter, Can Buildings Curate, Architectural Association, London, April 
27- May 29, 2005; LOT, Bristol, June 17 - July 25, 2005
The first configuration of this exhibition took place in the august Georgian 
surroundings of the AA’s Gallery. Modest in scale (70m2) the ex-terrace 
house provided a number of idiosyncrasies against which the design worked. 
Subsequently, it travelled to an independent space in Bristol called LOT. Over 
200m2 in size, this former budget retail store is in its last throes of existence 
- and it shows through the damp carpet and scarred walls. The iteration of 
the show here enunciated itself through a scattered deployment of works. 
Sebastien Roux’s Wallpaper Music allowed the walls to literally sound off, 
proving that staring at the wall can sometimes yield pleasure.
 

Caption texts by Shumon Basar  
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Statement pertaining to the 
Architectural Aspects of the 
Gallery 1
Joshua Bolchover

Exhibition curators and designers, 
Newbetter, pay homage to visionary 
architect and scene-setter Friedrich 
Kiesler

We aimed at creating a series of  innovative 
exhibition devices that colonise the host 
gallery, activating the neutral space of  
exhibition in such a way that it participates in 
the curation of  the work itself. The intent is 
not to subjugate the artwork or curatorial idea. 
Rather, we assert that exhibition design – an 
overlooked, insipid discipline since the ascent 
of  installation art – can initiate the latent 
creative potential that exists between content, 
viewer and architectural setting. 
The exhibition criteria of  Can Buildings 
Curate are as follows:

1. All installations are mobile and 
demountable: a kit of  flat-packed components 
designed for ease of  transportation. 
The exhibition is conceptualised as a virtual 
white cube. On arrival at the host institution 
the cube subdivides into a series of  devices, 
each colonising the gallery in specific ways.
2. Materially the components have been 
selected for ease of  construction, economy 
and potential for transformation. Each 
apparatus can be adapted according to the 
architectural constraints of  the gallery space 
or the viewing conditions demanded by the 
artwork. Materials have been appropriated 
from other manufacturing fields; they include 
an industrial warehouse shelving system, the 
kind of  acoustic foam used in tractor engines, 
plastic hygienic wall panels and standardised 
electrical conduit.  
 
3. The interaction between the exhibition 
devices and the architecture of  the host 
institution creates a cluster of  augmented 
gallery spaces. An acoustically insulated 
hanging cube becomes an immersive one-
person sound room; the combination of  two 
roller-blinds creates a darkened video gallery. 
An extruded cage provides infrastructure for 
photographic, digital and three-dimensional 
material, forcing close proximity between 

works yet maintaining visual continuity across 
the gallery. The free spatial distribution of  
objects generates a dynamic field of  interaction 
for the viewer.

4. The exhibition adapts to the characteristics 
of  its host. The AA gallery at first appears as 
a modern white gallery space, yet on closer 
inspection reveals the eccentricities of  a 
Georgian house, with its dado rails, skirting 
details and cornices. A secondary doorway, 
blocked up with plasterboard for as long as 
anyone can remember, is re-opened. A new 
room within a room is created in the gallery. 
The room is accessible only from the outside 
corridor, but is broken through a low-level slot 
that creates permeability between the interior 
of  the gallery and its exterior. 

5. Details of  the room are exposed to form 
new sites for artworks. For example, the 
‘shadow-gap’ – that trusty architectural detail 
employed to make modern walls seemingly 
float – becomes the site for a commissioned 
artwork. The floor/wall juncture is used to 
complete an in-situ painting that was begun 
in the artist’s studio. The exhibition itself  is a 
discursive tool, pitched between architecture 
and exhibition device, between host curators 
and the exhibition curators. In each location 
the exhibition will be unique both in its 
physical configuration and in its capacity 
to stimulate a debate on the constitution 
of  the contemporary gallery space. The 
exhibition promotes a renewed exploration 
of  the potential for exhibition design to act 
as a creative participant in the contentious 
relationship between art, the curator and the 
architecture of  the gallery. To re-state Herbert 
Bayer’s words: 

‘Exhibition design should evolve as a new discipline, as 
an apex of  all media and powers of  communication and 
collective efforts and effects. The total application of  all 
plastic and psychological means (more than anything 
else) makes exhibition design an intensified and new 

language.’2 

1 The title and the structure of  essay refer directly to ‘Press Release pertaining 
to the Architectural Aspects of  the Gallery’, written by Friedrich Kiesler for the 
exhibition Art of  this Century (1942) and reprinted in Friedrich Kiesler: Art of  
This Century, Hatje Kantz, 2002.

2 Herbert Bayer, ‘Aspects of  Design of  Exhibitions and Museums’ (1961), 
quoted in Staniszewski, Mary Anne, The Power of  Display: A History of  Exhibition 
Installations at the Museum of  Modern Art, MIT Press, 2001.

21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Kanazawa by SANAA
Kieran Long

Labyrinthine and strange or a diagram for 
future art institutions?

The 21st Century Museum of  Contemporary Art in 
Kanazawa, Japan is a building that resists attempts 
to experience it through the senses. It demands 
and elicits an intellectual response. Its materials 
– the glass perimeter, the white rendered geometric 
pieces of  the gallery spaces, the polished floor 
– recede into the background. Its iconography is 
suppressed. Its abstract nature is disorientating. I 
wandered around for nearly three hours before I 
was absolutely sure I had seen every space. (It was 
no surprise that most western visitors were to be 
found in James Turrell’s installation – a stone-lined 
room with a square opening in the ceiling – which 
here at least can be interpreted as the atrium of  
a Roman house, a place of  social intimacy and 
repose.)
 The plan of  the building has been compared, by 
me among others, to an approximation of  an urban 
arrangement. 
 With few points of  orientation and an intimate 
scale, it has the feel of  a medieval city. Assembled 
like a jigsaw within the circular envelope, the 
building is a collection of  abstract geometric forms, 
with corridors of  different widths and lengths. 

 Pictures of  the study models confirm that 
Sejima and Nishizawa developed hundreds of  
configurations before deciding on this one. When 
you’re there, it’s difficult to appreciate the specific 
benefit of  this arrangement as opposed to any 
other. The world of  circular, oblong and square 
galleries is seemingly constructed by the serendipity 
of  a gradual arrangement, and homogenised by a 
neutral material strategy. 
 Some of  the artworks here create relationships 
with the building that make you laugh out loud. 
On entering the very beautiful, flower-hung gallery 
number Six (by Gerda and Joerg Lenzlinger), I 
noticed a door on the far side of  the room leading 
to a long descending corridor. At the end of  this 
tapering passage, through a small portal, 
is Brazilian artist Leandro Erlich’s swimming pool, 
a permanent gallery installation. 
 From the courtyard above, it looks as if  fully 
clothed people are sitting at the bottom of  the 
pool. On closer inspection this is revealed as an 
illusion, the effect of  a layer of  glass covered by just 
a couple of  inches of  water. This is architecture and 
installation as elaborate dissimulation. It’s funny 
and charming and excessive – more the attributes of  
a leisure environment than a traditional art-space. 
 Other pieces in the opening exhibition perhaps 
strike a more profound chord. Motoi Yamamoto’s 
extraordinary Labyrinth is an intricate maze made 
of  nearly three tons of  salt, which effectively blocks 
off  one corner of  the museum and seriously affects 
the already complex matter of  finding one’s bearings. 
 

 It seems to me this is architecture curating art. 
Labyrinth is not site-specific (it was first executed in 
2001), but it is absolutely of  its place. 
 In this context it suggests ramifications for 
the gallery as a whole, for the city beyond, and 
for Japanese history and culture (in Japan salt is 
strongly associated with death and purification). 
Its intimate and obsessive complexity suggests 
architectural concerns in the artwork, but it is the 
building and the artwork together that summon the 
power of  the work. 
 Sejima and Nishizawa’s building has an overt 
relationship with the curatorial policy of  the 
institution. But the first thing to realise is that the 
21st Century Museum of  Contemporary Art is a 
very local project, despite the international stature 
of  its architects. The museum’s own PR material 
notes that there are currently over 300 art galleries 
around the world either under construction or 
in the process of  refurbishment. True, it has a 
gimmick – only collecting work from this century 
(with a little latitude) – but it is both architecture 
and a geometric haven onto which artists and 
curators can project extraordinary worlds.

Kieran Long is Deputy Editor of  Icon magazine.

Can Buildings Curate
Shumon Basar

The physical, institutional and ideological 
status of the gallery setting before and after 
the whitewash.

At the close of  Empire Strikes Back, the second 
instalment of  George Lucas’s space-saga, 
the lovable rogue Han Solo (Harrison Ford) 
is put into ‘carbon-freeze’, a punishment memorably 
rendered in an obdurate bronze slab. But Han Solo’s 
suffering is not eternal. At the beginning of  the third 
episode, Return of  the Jedi, he is defrosted back into 
vitality. Carbon-freezing hasn’t killed him; it is a 
perfect process of  suspending something living so that, 
on the outside, it resembles death. Inside, Han’s heart 
never stopped beating. 
 If  I walk through New York’s Chelsea galleries, 
or the rooms at Tate Modern in London, or visit 
virtually any new art space (the reopened MoMA, NY, 
included), I’m faced with the same slick surroundings: 
miles of  white walls, acres of  polished concrete 
floors and sparsely deployed angular furniture. Brian 
O’Doherty’s prescient description of  ‘the white cube’ 
back in the early 1970s remains as true as ever: ‘ …an 
image comes to mind of  a white, ideal space that more 
than any single picture may be the archetypal image of  
20th-century art’.1 The ‘look’ is copied and repeated 
ad nauseam, giving the impression that modern 
gallery settings have gone the way of  Han Solo: 
carbon-frozen, circa 1970. Except that today the once 
inimitable traits of  the modern gallery space can be 
found everywhere, from Helmut Lang boutiques to 
dentists’ waiting rooms to IKEA kitchens. An avant-
garde for all. Well, how did it get here?  

Imps and provocateurs Early 20th-century pioneers 
played hard at the potential (dis-) ordering of  relations 
between works and their physical settings. The utopian 
impulses encoded in Suprematist or Constructivist 
paintings were extrapolated into spatial scenarios. 
El Lissitzky’s Abstract Room of  1927, constructed 
at the Hanover Landesmuseum, is perhaps the first 
modern exhibition Gesamtkunstwerk, fusing wall, 
frame, object and subject. Later on, Marcel Duchamp 
interfered with art on display by employing the ceiling 
and a ‘thickened’ space of  string.2 Friedrich Kiesler, 
also close to the Surrealists, polemically pronounced 
his ‘correalist’ synthesis of  painting, sculpture and 
architecture.3 Yves Klein's voiding of  the Iris Clert 
gallery also turned it into its own frame and subject, 
whilst the proto-Junkplace of  Arman's Le Vide forced 
the viewer to stand outside the very same gallery 
two years later, objectifying it through occlusion. 
Today, artist Goshka Macuga recalls this era of  
impish provocation where rooms become ideological  
polemical and immersive settings. 
See Marcel Duchamp (1), El Lissitzky (2), Friedrich Kiesler 
(3), Goshka Macuga (10)

Functioning of  the studio During the 1960s, 
impoverished avant-garde artists in New York had 
no choice but to live and work in derelict industrial 
buildings lit by bare neon tubes. They often painted 
these spaces white to suppress the accumulated dirt. 
Galleries quickly followed suit. As Daniel Buren 
wrote in his seminal essay of  1971, ‘There is an 
equivalence between the products of  these lofts and 
their placement on the walls and floors of  modern 
museums’.4 Although art practice now often does 

away with the studio, modern galleries continue 
(some forty years later) to ape the romance of  1960s 
loft-living, under the premise that it is the most 
‘inevitable neutral frame’ for art. Following such logic 
of  causality, shouldn’t today’s galleries also resemble 
laboratories, film-editing suites or abattoirs? See Dee 
Ferris, Yuh-Shioh Wong and Eamon O'Kane (4)

A wall is a wall is not a wall By the early 1970s, the 
modern gallery was firmly part of  the contemporary 
art world-system. Its physical anatomy became 
resolute and familiar. When Michael Asher 
sandblasted or removed walls from host galleries, he 
did so to reveal the embedded correlation between 
architectural anatomy, institutional presence and 
ideology. Within the hallowed setting of  art space, 
everything is super-charged and symbolically sensitive. 
Plug sockets, air vents, doorways, fire escapes and 
floors take on an ambiguous aesthetic status: the 
institution of  art vocalising through architectural 
details. See Michael Asher (21), Diller+Scofidio (20), Neal 
Rock (5)

Curatorial instruments Harald Szeemann, 
who died earlier this year, is considered to be the 
instigator of  independent curating. Since the 1990s, 
according to art historian Claire Bishop, it is ‘the 
curator [who] holds power … not the critic’.5 Curators 
command high-profile positions within the network of  
the art world. Curating mixes the prosaic necessities 
of  function and organisation with a philosophical or 
ideological agenda. Selection, presentation, evaluation 
and historicisation all play a part. And with the rise 
of  site-specific work, curators commission works for 
certain settings. In this way, the gallery or museum 
becomes a curatorial instrument to be played in 
different ways. See SANAA (12), AS-IF (11), Goshka 
Macuga (10)

Don’t just decorate. Curate. That’s the catchphrase 
used on a current poster for London’s ‘Affordable Art 
Fair’. Morrissey, Nick Cave and Sonic Youth have all 
‘curated’ music festivals. It’s in the air. 
Whilst professional curators have by default to deal 
with the ‘fact’6 of  buildings and spaces, certain 
recent architectural approaches cite curatorial ruses 
as their main logic.They often focus on intimate, 
strategic relations between permanent collections, 
temporary shows and the matrix of  rooms available. 
Various modes of  time – from real, to institutional, 
to historical – are manipulated in parallel with walls, 
floors and ceilings. 
See OMA/AMO (16), Barbara Vanderlinden (9)
  
Bizarre love/hate triangle Carlos Balsualdo, 
co-curator of  Documenta 11, said that the ‘curator 
provides an interface’. The same could be said about 
the gallery setting.7 It is an interface between artist, 
curator and architecture. The visitor, upon arrival, 
is witness to the fruition or failure of  this three-way 
interaction. Sometimes egos compete. Occasionally 
envy is provoked. And, every so often, love prevails as 
collaborative new relationships are born. See Nikolaus 
Hirsch/Michel Müller (17), Drabble + Sachs and Isa Stürm 
(6), Décosterd & Rahm (22)

Driven to spectacular distraction One of  the eternal 
truisms of  any gallery space is this: loud architecture 

deafens the viewer and distracts from the work on 
show; clamour, cacophony and the chaos of  modern 
life are to be firmly kept out of  the gallery. Perhaps 
Lina Bo Bardi’s anti-gravity painting-hang at MASP 
was so short-lived because it competed too much; it 
spectacularised what should 
have been contemplative reflection. The Guggenheim 
franchise is of  course no stranger to spectacle, hiring 
the world’s foremost architectural stars to add to its 
global network of  ‘must-see’ icons. Perhaps ultimately 
Frank Lloyd Wright is to blame. His original white 
New York spiral – disparagingly compared to a 
glorified car park ramp – set the datum for ‘difficult’, 
spectacular art spaces. And also elicited some of  the 
most memorable installation art. Ever.  See Lina Bo 
Bardi (15), Zaha Hadid Architects (13), Davide Bertocchi 
(14)
 
Protest and persist The 1990s Guggenheim ‘Bilbao 
effect’ hysterically required new museums to be 
photogenic playgrounds: but only on the outside. 
A careful look inside the galleries reveals the same 
McWhite Cubes. The persistence of  the modern 
gallery setting appears assured. No other scenario 
works so effectively as a shop or possesses the kind of  
blue-chip rarefaction that high-art lusts after. 
As curator Jens Hoffman says, ‘Artists have been 
reared on the idea of  neutrality – it has become a 
permanent condition, and they are conditioned by 
it’.8 However, the myth of  neutrality has also come 
to an end. Tactics from certain artists, curators and 
architects increasingly favour dirtier, messier and 
less perfect conceptual contexts. They simultaneously 
accede to the desire for neutrality and thwart it by 
revealing the fallacies of  that need. See Igor Zabel and 
Josef  Dabernig (11), R&Sie (10)

Escape and self-exile It would be naïve not to mention 
the recent proliferation of  art ‘in the expanded field’, 
as Rosalind Krauss put it.9 For many artists, Robert 
Smithson was right when he wrote ‘Museums like 
asylums and jails have wards and cells – in other 
words, neutral rooms called “galleries”.’10 However, 
there is a form of  practice that hovers between 
affirmation and denial of  architectural settings. In 
these works, artists curate spaces, structures and signs 
of  buildings. They baptise new ‘gallery’ spaces where 
there are none. See Cai Guo-Qiang (22)

Anti-amnesia If  amnesia has a colour, 
then that colour is white. White has almost succeeded 
in smothering that once utopian space of  cultural 
experimentation and meditation: the gallery. Our 
memories have been whitewashed. To paraphrase 
Mary Staniszewski (from her book on ‘the laboratory 
years at MOMA’), studying the various aspects 
– physical, symbolic, political and nostalgic – of  the 
gallery setting is a strategy for framing one part of  the 
art system such that its ideological limits become more 
visible. Can Buildings Curate attempts to stimulate 
debate on the future by framing the past and present. 
It brings together unlikely unions, not to pronounce 
‘Zeitgeist!’ but rather to depict today’s plurality of  
positions, vociferously at play. Without play, there 
is no experiment. Without experiment, there is no 
progress. Without progress, we’re in carbon-freeze 
alongside Han Solo. Without a sequel to save us in sight.  
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